Private Kidnap and Ransom Insurance
While rarely publicized, crisis events such as kidnap
for ransom, extortion, and wrongful detention are
ever-increasing threats to not only you as you
conduct international business, but also to your
family. Whether you are traveling the globe for
business opportunities, vacationing, or establishing
a residence overseas, it is important to have a
comprehensive package of both insurance and
service protection to respond to these crisis
events that can occur in the various “hot spots”
and major city centers worldwide.

Benefits and Features
• Broad coverage for expenses relating to ransom/extortion; consulting; judgements, settlements, and defense
costs; death and dismemberment; and personal financial loss, medical, rest and rehabilitation, and travel
• Protection for you and your family with the best-in-class security consultancy services in conjunction with our
service partner NYA
• Best-in-class prevention and response consultancy services from NYA and AIG Travel
• Broad risk appetite offering worldwide coverage with up to $50 million in primary limits, with the ability to tailor
coverage to specific client requirements
• Round-the-clock coverage for insured persons and relatives around the clock, whether business-related or
otherwise
• Claims expertise with a proven track record of quickly handling and paying claims

Basic Coverage

Supplemental Coverage Endorsements

• Kidnap and ransom
• Extortion
• Wrongful detention
• Hijacking

• Threat
• Disappearance
• Child abduction
• Evacuation and repatriation
• Express kidnapping for an event lasting less than 24 hours
• Evacuation and repatriation
• Stalking

Crisis Prevention and Response
Clients benefit from unparalleled consulting, medical, and emergency travel assistance through
NYA, a global specialist in crisis prevention and response for over 28 years, and AIG Travel.
NYA International
Choosing to insure with AIG means, as part of your premium, you have access to response and consulting services from NYA,
a highly specialist security risk and crisis management consultancy with 28 years’ experience. NYA has the one of the largest
teams of exclusively retained consultants in the industry ensuring that our clients have access to the best people when they need
them most. NYA advises on an average of over 120 incidents each year, which means our response consultants remain current
on a wide range of incident types all around the world. NYA’s response consultants are strategically based across 16 global
locations enabling us to provide the most rapid response in the industry, local expertise, language and cultural understanding,
and a high degree of operational resilience.
NYA believes in providing the very best prevention consulting services to help AIG clients reduce their exposure to and manage
incidents of kidnap-for-ransom, extortion, illegal detention, marine piracy, emergency evacuation, malicious product tampering,
and related global security problems.
NYA offers a wide scope of risk and crisis management services. They work with clients in a trusted partnership, to provide
bespoke solutions that fit their unique culture and business, helping build organizational resilience so organizations can operate
with confidence.
Available services include but are not limited to:
•Crisis management capability building
•Security risk management

•Cyber security risk management
•Travel risk management

•Training including simulated workshops

AIG Travel
From emergency medical care to evacuation assistance, AIG Travel offers travel assistance no matter where an emergency
occurs. As an insured, you will have exclusive access to AIG Travel services including:
•24/7 worldwide assistance
•Emergency medical care`
•Evacuation assistance
24/7 Travel, Security and Health Information Online
The AIG Travel Assistance Website provides convenient access to email alerts, country reports, city guides, travel
health resources, security awareness training and more. In addition, the AIG Travel Assistance Mobile App is
available on iOS and Android and contains a one touch ‘help’ button connecting travelers directly to emergency
travel assistance and access to other travel resources.

Learn more at www.aig.com/KidnapandRansom or contact us at FinancialLines@aig.com.
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